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Despite numerous urrently existing observations of individual T Tauri stars (TTSs),the prinipal auses of variability are not ompletely understood for this group of stars.Di�erent variability mehanisms were suggested for lassial TTSs (CTTSs) and weak-line TTSs (WTTSs) (Herbst et al., 1994). There exists an opinion that while, most likely,CTTSs vary in brightness and spetrum beause of hanging parameters of their aretionzones, brightness variations of WTTSs arise from rotational modulation beause of spottedphotospheres. It an be possible to reveal ommon properties, needed to understand thenature of young stars, only from long-time observations. In this study, we report onperiodi variability of the spetra and brightness of the lassial T Tauri star DI Cep onthe basis of its long-time photoeletri and spetrosopi observations.For our analysis, we use the published results of spetrosopi observations by Grininet al., (1980) (the same data on these spetrosopi observations are repeated in Kras-nobabtsev, 1982) and by the author (Ismailov, 1987a, 1987b, 1988, and four observationsso far unpublished; for onveniene, we repeat all our observations in the eletroni ta-ble, its four last lines orresponding to the unpublished observations). All the spetra,obtained at the Crimean and Shemakha observatories, had approximately the same meanlinear dispersion (93{100 �A/mm). The observations by Grinin et al. (1980) were obtainedduring the single season of 1975, and our observations, in 1975{1987.Our searh for possible periodiity in the light variations (see below) and the spetrumof the star made use of the Sargle (1982) periodogram method, in its later modi�ationby Horne and Baliunas (1986) (the ode we applied had been written by I. Antokhin). Topreserve uniformity, the data from eah season were proessed separately. The searh forthe period was arried out within the 0{1 d�1 range of frequenies. Krasnobabtsev (1982)and Ismailov (1987a) suspeted periodi variations in the spetrum of DI Cep, with atime sale about 16{18 days. Spetral variability with an 11-day period was suspeted byFern�andez and Eiroa (1996), G�omez de Castro and Fern�andez (1996). For this reason, wewere mainly interested in the signi�ant power spetrum peaks in the 0.025{1 d�1 range.The power spetra alulated using the spetrosopi data from Grinin et al. (1980)and from Ismailov (1987a) have shown signi�ant peaks, exeeding the 3� level, in the0.1{0.2 d�1 frequeny interval.The results of our frequeny analysis based upon the equivalent widths (W�) of theH� and H� emission lines reveal that di�erent data sets on�dently show the frequenyorresponding to the period P = 9:d24� 0:d07. This spetral variability period is found inindividual one-year data sets with high reliability.
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The basi observational material for our frequeny analysis of V magnitudes of DI Cepwas the Herbst et al. (1994) data base, available in Internet. We used up to 450 mea-surements from this data base (mainly observations from Kardopolov and Filip'ev, 1985and unpublished data by V.S. Shevhenko), inluding 58 measurements by the author(Ismailov, 1988, 1997) as well as 97 measurements from Grinin et al. (1980) averagedover individual nights of observations.The power spetrum omputed from all available photometri V -brightness data doesnot show any signi�ant periods in the studied interval of frequenies. The reason anbe that the omplete data set onsisted of measurements from di�erent authors. Theperiodiity an be masked beause of phase jumps, systemati and random mistakes ofindividual observers. To have the observing data uniform, we subdivided the set into6 subsets, eah onsisting of data aquired during one year, and proessed eah subsetseparately.This analysis has shown that the power spetrum for the V -brightness data oftenontains the frequeny 0:053� 0:003 d�1, orresponding to the period 18:d28� 1:d75. Thepower spetrum for the third subset ontains a very signi�ant peak at the frequeny0.028 d�1 that orresponds to the period 35:d71. A part of the photometri data fromGrinin et al. (1980) reveals a signi�ant peak near the 9-day (8:d91 � 0:d82) period. Thefrequeny of the latter period was also on�dently observed in our photometri data.It should be noted that the 9-day period in the photometri data an be revealedonly from arefully hosen homogeneous material, aquired during a short time interval.The period 18:d28, as well as the period 35:d71, are, within errors, multiples of the 9-dayperiod. In the following, we aept the value P = 9:d24 � 0:d07 as the period of spetraland photometri variability of DI Cep.The Figure shows a omparison of the behavior of equivalent widths and of photometrywith the phase of the 9-day period. Upper panels orrespond to spetrosopy, and lowerpanels, to photometry. Left panels are the data from Grinin et al. (1980), and rightpanels, those by the author. For all the plots, we adopted JD2442616.472 as the initialepoh. The amplitude of hanges of equivalent widths with phase exeeds 100% of theirminimal values. It appears from the Figure that there exists a phase shift between thesedata and the data set from Grinin et al. (1980).The spetral type of DI Cep was estimated as G5 (Brodskaya, 1951), G8V (Herbig,1977; Krasnobabtsev, 1982). Variation of the star's spetral type within F4{K5 (withthe most probable spetral type G5{G7:5� 1:5 V) were found by Ismailov (2001). Usingthe adapted temperature sale from Cohen and Kuhi (1979), we �nd, for the e�etivetemperature of a young G8V star, Teff = 5400 K, and for its olor index, (B � V )0 =0:m75. Then, with the average observed olor hB � V i = 0:m88, we obtain the olorexess E(B � V ) = 0:m13� 0:m25. For the star's distane of 200 p (Grinin et al., 1980),the absolute magnitude is found to be MV = 4:m0 � 0:m3, and, taking into aount thebolometri orretion, we �nd for the star's radius the value of R� = 1:8� 0:2 R�.The projeted rotation rate of DI Cep was estimated as v sin i = 28 km/s (Bouvier etal., 1986) and as 23 km/s (Gameiro and Lago, 1993). If the period we found is the periodof the star's axial rotation, we an estimate the inlination of the rotation axis to the lineof sight, i = 27Æ � 2:Æ5.The analysis of rotational modulation for WTTSs shows that usually the initial epohin suh a yle remains rather stable (Petrov et al., 1994; Grankin, 1998). However,already Herbst et al. (1994) noted phase instability of the periodi light variability forCTTSs. In our opinion, the phase shift an be due to two reasons. First, the value of the
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Figure 1. Top: the equivalent widths of emissions in the spetrum of DI Cep versus the phase of the9-day period; the left panel orresponds to the data from Grinin et al. (1980), and the right panel, theauthor's data. Bottom left: photometry from Grinin et al. (1980). Bottom right: the author'sphotometry.
modulation period an be insuÆiently aurate. In suh a ase, it an be orreted usingthe two di�erent initial epohs, assuming that the ative emission area (hot spot) in theatmosphere of the star does not move. The latter assumption seems rather improbable.Seond, if the value of the 9-day period is preise enough, the displaement of the phase ofthe 9-day period is quite possible if the aretion proess reating the hot spot is unstable.The olor variations of DI Cep are easily explained by the presene of the hot spot(Ismailov, 1988; Fern�andez and Eiroa, 1996), thus the observed 9-day modulation of theemission spetrum and brightness in absene of a orrelation between the absorptionand emission spetrum (Ismailov, 1987a) shows that the hot spot an be loated in theexitation region of the hydrogen emission spetrum, i.e. in the irumstellar environmentor in the disk of the star. To on�dently follow possible displaements of the hot spot,long runs of ontinuous observations are needed.
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